Peripheral neural basis of tactile sensations in man: I. Effect of frequency and probe area on sensations elicited by single mechanical pulses on hairy and glabrous skin of the hand.
Tactile thresholds and sensation magnitudes for single mechanical pulses of varying frequency and probe area were studied in order to provide psychophysical data for correlations of tactile sensations with functional properties of different types of human peripheral nerve fibers. Single mechanical pulses were delivered to the hairy or glabrous skin of the hand by means of a perspex probe (area 0.07, 0.7, 3.1, or 12.5 sq.-mm) fixed to the moving coil of an electromechanical vibrator. The frequency of the single pulse was 20, 60 or 150 HZ. Absolute and touch thresholds were measured with a method of production. Suprathreshold sensations were measured with the method of magnitude estimation (6 predetermined displacement amplitudes ranging from 50 to 950 micrometers). Both absolute and touch thresholds were significantly higher on the hairy than on the glabrous skin. The absolute thresholds varied between 44 and 140 micrometers on the hairy and between 9 and 45 micrometers on the glabrous skin; the touch threshold varied between 75 and 300 micrometers and 24 and 153 micrometers, respectively. Lower threshold values were obtained on both skin areas with increasing frequency of the pulse and probe area, the latter effect being significant only for the hairy skin. Standardized magnitude estimation functions could be described with power functions on both skin areas, the exponents of the functions varying between 0.70 and 1.41 on the hairy and between 0.55 and 0.86 on the glabrous skin. The equi-sensation contours showed the difference of sensitivity between the skin areas. Larger sensation magnitudes were obtained with increasing frequency of the pulse and probe area on both skin areas. These psychophysical findings indicate that there is a functional difference at absolute sensation thresholds between hairy and glabrous skin. This difference, however, disappears at higher sensation levels.